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Welcome to Sage’s 
Spring 2024 catalogue 
We hope you find this edited selection of our new publishing and key bestsellers 
both interesting and useful.

Please visit our website at www.sagepublications.com for all our titles and more 
detailed information about their content and resources.

All of our catalogues are available online at:

uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/sage-books-catalogues

To find your local representative please go to:

uk.sagepub.com/en-gb/eur/sales-information

Happy browsing - please do contact us if you have any questions about our titles.

The Sage Book Sales Team
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UNDERSTANDING 
NARRATIVE INQUIRY
The Crafting and Analysis of  
Stories as Research

Jeong-Hee Kim

Rich in stories from the author’s own 
research, and examples of graduate 
students’ research dilemmas, this book is 
a both theoretical and practical guide to all 
aspects of narrative inquiry.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students, and 
researchers, across the social sciences.

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781452282787 • 368pp
1st edition • May-15 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

NARRATIVE METHODS FOR 
THE HUMAN SCIENCES
Catherine Kohler Riessman

Narrative Methods for the Human 
Sciences is aimed at providing the rigor 
needed to advance applied narrative 
analysis. After completing this book, readers 
will be able to perform a narrative study that 
can be defended as a systematic form of 
inquiry and provide a criteria for validation 
of their narrative study.

Subject: Case Study & Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9780761929987 • 264pp
1st edition • Feb-08 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

METHODS OF CRITICAL 
DISCOURSE STUDIES
Ruth Wodak, Michael Meyer

Now featuring an expanded range of 
examples of critical discourse analysis 
in action, and across a wide variety of 
disciplines, and two new chapters on 
multimodality and social media, this 
book continues to provide readers with a 
sophisticated and nuanced treatment of 
discourse studies from experts in the field

Readership: Postgraduate students across the social sciences.

Subject: Discourse Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446282410 • 272pp
3rd edition • Oct-15 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

PRACTICAL PROGRAM 
EVALUATION
Theory-Driven Evaluation and the 
Integrated Evaluation Perspective

Huey-tsyh Chen

Introducing students to the real world of 
evaluation and focusing on issues that arise 
in professional practice, this book shows 
readers how to systematically identify 
stakeholders’ needs in order to select the 
evaluation options best suited to meet those 
needs.

Readership: Students across the social and health sciences, and education.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781412992305 • 464pp
2nd edition • Nov-14 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

PROGRAM EVALUATION
Embedding Evaluation into  
Program Design and Development

Susan P. Giancola

Program Evaluation: Embedding 
Evaluation into Program Design 
and Development provides an in-
depth examination of the foundations, 
methods, and relevant issues in the field 
of evaluation. With an emphasis on an 
embedded approach, where evaluation is 
an explicit part of a program that leads to 
the refinement of the program, students 
will learn how to conduct effective evaluations that foster continual 
improvement and enable data-based decision making.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506357447 • 432pp

1st edition • May-20 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

PROGRAM EVALUATION 
AND PERFORMANCE 
MEASUREMENT
An Introduction to Practice

James C. McDavid, Irene Huse,  
Laura R. L. Hawthorn

Program Evaluation and Performance 
Measurement offers a conceptual and 
practical introduction to program evaluation 
and performance measurement for public 
and non-profit organizations.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506337067 • 568pp

3rd edition • Nov-18 • £104

Sage Publications, Inc
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PROPOSAL WRITING
Effective Grantsmanship for Funding

Soraya M. Coley, Cynthia A. Scheinberg, 
Yulia A. Levites Strekalova

The updated Sixth Edition of the best-
selling Proposal Writing: Effective 
Grantsmanship for Funding offers a 
fresh, robust presentation of the basics 
of program design and proposal writing 
for community services funding. The new 
edition adds activities that can be done 
individually or in class to build students’ 
skills and apply the chapter material.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544371535 • 208pp
6th edition • May-22 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH & 
EVALUATION METHODS
Integrating Theory and Practice

Michael Quinn Patton

The book that has been a resource and 
training tool for countless researchers and 
students has been completely revised in 
its Fourth Edition with hundreds of new 
examples and stories illuminating all aspects 
of qualitative inquiry and now offers more 
balance between applied research and 
evaluation.

Readership: For students across the social sciences.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Hardcover • 9781412972123 • 832pp

4th edition • Jan-15 • £123

Sage Publications, Inc

REALWORLD EVALUATION
Working Under Budget, Time, Data, 
and Political  Constraints

John Michael Bamberger, Linda S. Mabry

RealWorld Evaluation: Working Under 
Budget, Time, Data, and Political 
Constraints addresses the challenges of 
conducting program evaluations in real-
world contexts where evaluators and their 
clients face budget and time constraints. 
The new Third Edition includes a new 
chapter on gender equality and women’s 
empowerment and discussion of digital 
technology and data science.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544318783 • 568pp

3rd edition • Sep-19 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

THE PRACTICE OF 
EVALUATION
Partnership Approaches for 
Community Change

Ryan P. Kilmer, James R. Cook

The Practice of Evaluation: Partnership 
Approaches for Community Change 
provides foundational content on evaluation 
concepts, approaches, and methods, as 
well as applied, practical examples, with 
an emphasis on the use of evaluation and 
partnership approaches to effect change. 

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506368009 • 408pp
1st edition • Jan-21 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

THE PROGRAM 
EVALUATION STANDARDS
A Guide for Evaluators and 
Evaluation Users

Donald B. Yarbrough, Lyn M. Shulha, 
Rodney K. Hopson, Flora A. Caruthers

Including a new section on evaluation 
accountability, this Third Edition details 
30 standards which give advice to those 
interested in planning, implementing and 
using program evaluations.

Subject: Evaluation (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412989084 • 384pp
3rd edition • Sep-10 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

THE PRACTICE OF HEALTH 
PROGRAM EVALUATION
David E. Grembowski

Provides readers with effective methods 
for evaluating health programs and offers 
expert guidance for collaborating with 
stakeholders involved in the process.

Readership: Health research students.

Subject: Health Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781483376370 • 352pp
2nd edition • Nov-15 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc
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NETNOGRAPHY
The Essential Guide to Qualitative 
Social Media Research

Robert Kozinets

In this landmark Third Edition, 
Netnography: The Essential Guide 
provides the theoretical and methodological 
groundwork as well as the practical 
applications, helping students both 
understand and do netnographic research 
projects of their own.

Readership: Upper level students and ethnographic researchers across 
social sciences, in media and cultural studies, anthropology, education, 
nursing, travel and tourism, and others.

Subject: Internet Research
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526444707 • 472pp
3rd edition • Oct-19 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

MERGED METHODS
A Rationale for Full Integration

Giampietro Gobo, Nigel G. Fielding, 
Gevisa La Rocca, Wander van der Vaart

This provocative book discusses a new 
turn in mixed methods research: merged 
methods. Moving beyond the binary 
quantitative-qualitative distinction, it shows 
you how to integrate methods in social 
research.

Readership: Postgraduate students and 
researchers across the social sciences using mixed methods.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529717730 • 312pp
1st edition • Oct-21 • £32.99

Sage Publications Ltd

MIXING METHODS IN 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Qualitative, Quantitative and 
Combined Methods

Ralph P. Hall

Introducing mixed methods alongside basic 
research theory and principles, this text 
fully integrates mixed methods into the 
research methods foundation, providing a 
straightforward introduction to the topic.

Readership: Upper level students looking to work with mixed methods in 
their projects.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446282021 • 272pp
1st edition • Mar-20 • £35.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE AND MIXED 
METHODS DATA ANALYSIS 
USING DEDOOSE
A Practical Approach for Research 
Across the Social Sciences

Michelle Salmona, Eli Lieber,  
Dan Kaczynski

Qualitative and Mixed Methods Data 
Analysis Using Dedoose®: A Practical 
Approach for Research Across the 
Social Sciences provides both new and 
experienced researchers with a guided introduction to dealing with the 
methodological complexity of mixed methods and qualitative inquiry 
using Dedoose® software.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506397818 • 280pp
1st edition • Nov-19 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

SECONDARY DATA 
IN MIXED METHODS 
RESEARCH
Daphne C. Watkins Jacobs

Secondary Data in Mixed Methods 
Research by Daphne C. Watkins is the latest 
contribution to the Mixed Methods Research 
Series. This brief text offers step-by-step 
procedures for incorporating existing data 
into mixed methods research designs, as 
well as identifying characteristics of datasets 
that make them good candidates for mixed 
methods projects.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506389578 • 264pp

1st edition • Jul-22 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

THE MIXED METHODS 
RESEARCH WORKBOOK
Activities for Designing, 
Implementing, and Publishing 
Projects

Michael D. Fetters

The Mixed Methods Research Workbook 
by Michael Fetters is the perfect tool for 
doctoral students and researchers who 
want support throughout their research 
project, as well as a practical way to apply 
the knowledge they have learned. With this 
text, students can tackle their mixed methods research project with 
confidence.

Subject: Mixed Methods
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506393599 • 312pp

1st edition • Jan-20 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc
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NARRATIVE AS TOPIC 
AND METHOD IN SOCIAL 
RESEARCH
Donileen R. Loseke

Narrative research is an increasingly 
popular qualitative method across the social 
sciences. This book has two purposes: firstly 
to show students and researchers how to 
do research on narrative topics, particularly 
on questions about narrative productions 
of meaning, and secondly to explain some 
fundamentals of research methods suitable 
for exploring these topics. A final part of the book provides empirical 
examples of how such research is done.

Subject: Narrative Analysis
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071851661 • 120pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £30.99

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Eight Approaches for the  
Social Sciences

Margaretha Jarvinen, Nanna Mik-Meyer

Helping the reader get to grips with 
theory and apply it to qualitative analysis, 
the authors introduce eight analytical 
approaches that are key to social science 
research.

Readership: Upper UG, as well as mainly MA 
and PhD students looking to consolidate their 
theoretical grounding of qualitative analysis before applying it to their own 
research.

Subject: Qualitative Data Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526465252 • 392pp
1st edition • Feb-20 • £34.99

Sage Publications Ltd

UTILIZATION-FOCUSED 
EVALUATION
Michael Quinn Patton,  
Charmagne Elise Campbell-Patton

The Fifth Edition of the bestselling 
Utilization-Focused Evaluation provides 
expert, detailed advice on conducting 
evaluations that promote effective use 
of the findings. The authors begin by 
describing the essence of utilization-focused 
evaluation, and then outline 10 operating 
principles. They conclude with chapters 
focused on how evaluation can be used to 
promote a more thoughtful, equitable, and sustainable world.

Subject: Qualitative Evaluation
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544379456 • 432pp
5th edition • Feb-22 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE CONTENT 
ANALYSIS IN PRACTICE
Margrit Schreier

The first book on the market giving step-
by-step guidance to students on how to do 
qualitative content analysis.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate, 
masters and doctoral students as well as 
researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781849205931 • 280pp

1st edition • Feb-12 • £46.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Norman K. Denzin, Yvonna S. Lincoln

The new Fifth Edition of The SAGE 
Handbook of Qualitative Research has 
been significantly revised, and draws 
together a team of leading scholars to 
present the latest in the theory and practice 
of qualitative research.

Readership: Academics and researchers in 
qualitative research and research methods.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781483349800 • 992pp

5th edition • May-17 • £140

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE CONTENT 
ANALYSIS
A Step-by-Step Guide

Philipp Mayring

This book is a systematic, eight-step guide to 
qualitative content analysis, supporting you 
through each stage of your research project, 
no matter the type or amount of data.

Readership: This book is for researchers 
or final-year undergraduate/postgraduate 
students studying qualitative research and doing their own research 
projects involving qualitative content analysis.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529701975 • 240pp
1st edition • Dec-21 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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QUALITATIVE CONTENT 
ANALYSIS
Methods, Practice and Software

Udo Kuckartz, Stefan Rädiker

A sophisticated, nuanced guide to 
qualitative content analysis that is inherently 
qualitative in both its method and its data.

Readership: Postgraduate students and 
researchers working with qualitative data in 
their research project.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529609134 • 256pp
2nd edition • Feb-23 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS
Key Approaches

Peter A. Stevens

An accessible introduction to help you get 
to grips with the how-to of qualitative data 
analysis, written by a multi-disciplinary 
team with years of experience teaching and 
analysing data using these methods.

Readership: Upper undergraduate and 
postgraduate students from across the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529730425 • 336pp

1st edition • Dec-22 • £34.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS
Practical Strategies

Pat Bazeley

Balancing theoretical foundations with 
practical strategies, this book helps you 
develop an approach to your qualitative 
data analysis that is both systematic and 
insightful.

Readership: Upper level students and 
researchers undertaking qualitative research.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526404763 • 584pp

2nd edition • Oct-20 • £35.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE 
DATA ANALYSIS - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
A Methods Sourcebook

Matthew B. Miles, A. Michael Huberman, 
Johnny Saldaña

In this Fourth Edition, the authors present 
the fundamentals of research design and 
data management with five distinct methods 
of analysis: exploring, describing, ordering, explaining and predicting.

Readership: Graduate students and established scholars from all 
disciplines will find this resource an innovative compendium of ideas for the 
representation and presentation of qualitative data.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544371856 • 0pp
4th edition • Jan-19 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS WITH ATLAS.TI
Susanne Friese

Now updated to cover latest versions and 
featuring instructions for both Mac and 
Windows users, this book is still the go-to 
source of support for getting to grips with 
qualitative data analysis using ATLAS.ti.

Readership: Qualitative data researchers and 
upper undergraduates and postgrads.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526458926 • 344pp

3rd edition • Apr-19 • £40.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE DATA 
ANALYSIS WITH NVIVO
Kristi Jackson, Pat Bazeley

Practical, focused and jargon-free this book 
shows you the power and potential of NVivo 
software across a wide range of research 
questions, data types, perspectives and 
methodologies.

Readership: Researchers, upper level UGs and 
PGs using NVivo in research projects.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526449948 • 376pp

3rd edition • Apr-19 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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QUALITATIVE INQUIRY  
AND RESEARCH DESIGN
Choosing Among Five Approaches

John Ward Creswell, Cheryl N. Poth

The ideal introduction to qualitative 
research’s theories, strategies, and 
practices, Creswell and Poth’s Qualitative 
Inquiry and Research Design explores five 
qualitative research approaches: narrative 
research, phenomenology, grounded theory, 
ethnography, and case study. Packed with 
updated content and examples, this Fifth 
Edition guides readers to select the best qualitative approach for their 
studies.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544398396 • 416pp
5th edition • Apr-24 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE INQUIRY 
AND RESEARCH DESIGN 
(INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION)
Choosing Among Five Approaches

John Ward Creswell, Cheryl N. Poth

This bestseller explores the principles of 
each of five qualitative inquiry traditions: 
narrative research, phenomenology, 
grounded theory, ethnography and case 
study. The Fourth Edition features more visual representations of the 
five approaches.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506361178 • 488pp
4th edition • Apr-17 • £62

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Bridging the Conceptual, 
Theoretical, and Methodological

Sharon M. Ravitch,  
Nicole C. Mittenfelner Carl

The Second Edition of Qualitative 
Research focuses on cultivating and 
bridging theoretical, methodological, and 
conceptual aspects to provide insight into 
their interactions in qualitative research. 
This comprehensive text helps students 
understand the central concepts, topics, and 
skills necessary to engage in rigorous, valid, 
and respectful qualitative research.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544333816 • 624pp

2nd edition • May-20 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Analyzing Life

Johnny Saldaña, Matt Omasta

Focusing on analysis from the very 
beginning of the text, this book presents 
a fresh approach to teaching and learning 
qualitative methods for social inquiry.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544372884 • 360pp
2nd edition • Apr-21 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
David Silverman

Full of practical tips, exercises and 
summaries, this book continues to be a 
masterclass in qualitative research for 
students and researchers across the social 
sciences and beyond.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529712971 • 520pp

5th edition • Dec-20 • £43.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
FOR QUANTITATIVE 
RESEARCHERS
Helen Kara

This book equips any quantitative 
researcher, at any level, who finds they 
need to use qualitative methods, with the 
necessary theoretical and practical skills 
they need to leverage their quantitative 
background into successful qualitative 
research.

Readership: For any quantitative researcher or any student more used to 
quantitative methods (particularly in Psychology, Business & Management, 
and Health) and taking their first Introduction to Qualitative Research 
course.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529759983 • 248pp
1st edition • Feb-22 • £33.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
METHODS
Monique Hennink, Inge Hutter,  
Ajay Bailey

From selecting appropriate methods to 
publishing your findings, this Second Edition 
offers a multidisciplinary introduction to the 
qualitative research process built around 
the authors’ Qualitative Research Cycle - 
consisting of the design, data collection and 
analytic cycles.

Readership: Social science students doing qualitative research projects.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473903913 • 376pp

2nd edition • Jan-20 • £40.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
METHODS FOR BUSINESS 
STUDENTS
A Global Approach

Kingsley O. Omeihe, Christian Harrison

The textbook provides a practical and 
accessible overview of qualitative 
research methods and their philosophical 
underpinnings. It will empower you with the 
knowledge and skills needed to navigate the 
dynamic landscape of qualitative research.

Readership: Students studying a Research Methods module/Project/
Dissertation module at the following levels: UG2, UG3 or PG.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529601725 • 344pp
1st edition • May-24 • £37.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
PRACTICE
A Guide for Social Science Students 
and Researchers

Jane Ritchie, Jane Lewis,  
Carol McNaughton Nicholls,  
Rachel Ormston

A qualitative research book for the ‘doers’, 
this text provides really practical coverage 
for those that are undertaking research in 
real-world contexts.

Readership: Students, practitioners and researchers in the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446209127 • 456pp
2nd edition • Nov-13 • £44.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUALITATIVE 
RESEARCHING
Jennifer Mason

The Third Edition of this bestselling text 
guides students and researchers through 
the process of doing qualitative research, 
clearly explaining how different theoretical 
approaches inform what you do in practice.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473912182 • 288pp

3rd edition • Nov-17 • £34.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE CODING MANUAL FOR 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCHERS
Johnny Saldaña

This invaluable manual from world-
renowned expert Johnny Saldaña 
illuminates the process of qualitative coding 
and provides clear, insightful guidance for 
qualitative researchers at all levels.

Readership: Students at all levels working with 
qualitative data as part of research projects, 
dissertations and assignments.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529731743 • 440pp

4th edition • Mar-21 • £35.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE HOW TO OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Janice Aurini, Melanie Heath,  
Stephanie Howells

This book is a step-by-step introduction to 
doing qualitative research, supporting you 
through every milestone of your research 
project, no matter the type of data or 
research tools you use.

Readership: This book is for upper 
undergraduate and postgraduate students 
carrying out their first qualitative research project across the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526495044 • 352pp
2nd edition • Dec-21 • £33.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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THE PRACTICE OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Engaging Students in the  
Research Process

Sharlene Nagy Hesse-Biber, PhD

With an emphasis on qualitative research 
as a process, and with new chapters on 
researching social mass media and writing 
a research project, this book takes a holistic 
approach to research and provides readers 
with a clear, step-by-step guide.

Readership: Upper level undergraduate and postgraduate students across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781452268088 • 432pp
3rd edition • May-16 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Norman K. Denzin, Yvonna S. Lincoln, 
Michael Donald Giardina,  
Gaile S. Cannella

This new edition of The Sage Handbook of 
Qualitative Research represents the sixth 
generation of the ongoing conversation 
about the discipline, practice, and conduct 
of qualitative inquiry. As with earlier 
editions, the Sixth Edition is virtually a 
new volume, with 27 of the 34 chapters 
representing new topics or approaches not 
seen in the previous edition. To mark the Handbook’s 30-year history, 
we are pleased to offer a bonus PART VI in the eBook versions of the 
Sixth Edition: this additional section brings together and reprints ten of 
the most famous or game-changing contributions from the previous five 
editions.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071836743 • 800pp

6th edition • Jun-23 • £104

Sage Publications, Inc

TRANSFORMING 
QUALITATIVE 
INFORMATION
Thematic Analysis and Code 
Development

Richard E Boyatzis

This book helps students and researchers 
understand thematic analysis as a process 
that is a part of many qualitative methods, 
and provides clear guidance about learning 
to develop techniques to apply to research.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Professional

Paperback • 9780761909613 • 200pp

1st edition • May-98 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

THE SAGE DICTIONARY OF 
QUALITATIVE INQUIRY
Thomas A. Schwandt

A guide to the terms and phrases that 
partially shape the origins, purpose, logic, 
meaning and methods of the practices 
known as qualitative inquiry, this Fourth 
Edition has 20 additional terms as well as a 
Readers’ Guide.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781452217451 • 368pp

4th edition • Feb-15 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

PHENOMENOLOGICAL 
RESEARCH METHODS
Clark Moustakas

In this volume, Clark Moustakas clearly 
discusses the theoretical underpinnings 
of phenomenology, based on the work of 
Husserl and others, and takes the reader 
step-by-step through the process of 
conducting a phenomenological study.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9780803957992 • 208pp

1st edition • Aug-94 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE DATA 
COLLECTION TOOLS
Design, Development, and 
Applications

Felice D. Billups

Qualitative Data Collection Tools by 
Felice D. Billups is a new and unique 
supplementary text that will guide students 
and new researchers to design, develop, 
pilot, and employ qualitative tools in order 
to collect qualitative data.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544334820 • 240pp

1st edition • May-20 • £30.99

Sage Publications, Inc
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QUALITATIVE 
INTERVIEWING
The Art of Hearing Data

Herbert J. Rubin, Irene S. Rubin

Assuming no prior knowledge, this text 
takes readers through the entire process of 
qualitative interviewing in a reassuring and 
accessible way.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412978378 • 288pp
3rd edition • Dec-11 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
DESIGN
An Interactive Approach

Joseph A. Maxwell

The Third Edition presents an approach 
to qualitative research design that both 
captures what researchers really do and 
provides step-by-step support and guidance 
for those embarking for the first time on 
designing a qualitative study.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781412981194 • 232pp
3rd edition • Aug-12 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
WRITING
Credible and Trustworthy Writing 
from Beginning to End

Michelle Salmona, Dan Kaczynski,  
Eli Lieber

Qualitative Research Writing: Credible 
and Trustworthy Writing from Beginning 
to End takes you through the writing 
process step by step, starting with how you 
think about your research, before you even 
consider writing. The authors offer practical 
guidance based on two decades working with faculty and doctoral 
students.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071818107 • 144pp
1st edition • Feb-24 • £30.99

Sage Publications, Inc

WRITING AND 
REPRESENTING 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Maria K. E. Lahman

This book addresses foundational areas of 
qualitative writing (such as journal articles 
and dissertations), aesthetic representations 
(including poetry and autoethnography), 
publishing, and reflexivity in representation 
in one practical and engaging text based on 
real experiences.

Subject: Qualitative Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544348483 • 416pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

PRACTICAL MULTILEVEL 
MODELING USING R
Francis L. Huang

This book provides students with a step-by-
step guide for running their own multilevel 
analyses. Detailed examples illustrate 
the conceptual and statistical issues that 
multilevel modeling addresses in a way that 
is clear and relevant to students in applied 
disciplines. Clearly annotated R syntax 
illustrates how multilevel modeling (MLM) 
can be used, and real-world examples show 
why and how modeling decisions can affect 
results. The accompanying website includes R code and the dataset 
used in the book.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071846124 • 256pp
1st edition • Feb-23 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

PRACTICAL STATISTICS FOR 
NURSING USING SPSS
Herschel Edmond Knapp

A friendly and approachable guide to 
real-world statistics, Practical Statistics 
for Nursing Using SPSS covers the most 
common statistical functions in nursing 
science using plain language.

Readership: Nursing Students.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research 
(General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506325675 • 408pp

1st edition • Jun-16 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc
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PRESENTING STATISTICAL 
RESULTS EFFECTIVELY
Robert Andersen, David A. Armstrong II

Perfect for any statistics student or 
researcher, this book offers hands-on 
guidance on interpreting, analysing, and 
presenting results to achieve maximum 
impact.

Readership: This book is targeted at 
postgraduate students and researchers 
working with statistical data across the social 
sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446269817 • 456pp

1st edition • Dec-21 • £37.99

Sage Publications Ltd

QUANTITATIVE SOCIAL 
SCIENCE DATA WITH R
An Introduction

Brian J. Fogarty

This practical, step-by-step introduction 
to quantitative social science using R will 
provide low-level undergraduates with 
a foundation of understanding, ready to 
build upon as students advance throughout 
statistics.

Readership: Suitable for lower-level undergraduate students learning 
statistics within the social sciences at introduction level. Primary Target 
Course: Quantitative RM in Social Science. Secondary Target course: RM  
in Social Science.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529790450 • 408pp
2nd edition • Apr-23 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

RESEARCH METHODS, 
STATISTICS, AND 
APPLICATIONS
Kathrynn Ann Adams, Eva K. McGuire

Research Methods, Statistics, and 
Applications is designed to let students 
experience being a researcher by integrating 
research methods and statistics throughout 
the process. The Third Edition of this best-
selling text features new examples, practical 
applications from across the social and 
behavioral sciences, and a conversational 
voice throughout to keep students engaged in the research process.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071817834 • 696pp
3rd edition • Mar-22 • £104

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICS
A Gentle Introduction

Frederick L. Coolidge

Designed to reduces students’ anxieties 
and minimize unnecessary formulas, this 
Fourth Edition provides a comprehensive 
introduction to basic statistical designs and 
analyses.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research 
(General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506368436 • 536pp
4th edition • May-20 • £104

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICS FOR 
CRIMINOLOGY AND 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Ronet D. Bachman,  
Raymond R. Paternoster,  
Theodore H. Wilson II

Communicating the excitement and 
importance of criminal justice research, this 
updated Fifth Edition shows students how to 
perform and understand statistical analyses, 
while highlighting the connection between 
statistical analyses used in everyday life and 
their importance to criminology and criminal justice.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544375700 • 616pp

5th edition • Mar-21 • £123

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE 
WHO (THINK THEY) 
HATE STATISTICS - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey

With new co-author Bruce B. Frey, this 
Seventh Edition of the bestselling Statistics 
for People Who (Think They) Hate 
Statistics teaches an often intimidating and 
difficult subject in a way that is informative, personable, and clear.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback & Interactive eBook • 9781544387604,
7th edition • Sep-19 • £67

Sage Publications, Inc
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STATISTICS FOR PEOPLE 
WHO (THINK THEY) HATE 
STATISTICS USING R - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
Neil Joseph Salkind, Leslie Ann Shaw

Statistics for People Who (Think They) 
Hate Statistics Using R with new co-
author Leslie A. Shaw carries forward Neil J. 
Salkind’s signature humorous, personable, 
and informative approach, providing a grounding in statistical basics, R 
computing and the application of statistics to research studies.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544387888,

1st edition • Sep-19 • £69

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICS WITH R
A Beginner’s Guide

Robert Stinerock

With a clear step-by-step approach 
explained using real world examples, this 
book provides the practical skills you need 
to use statistical methods in your research 
from an expert with over 30 years of 
teaching experience.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social and behavioural sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529753523 • 448pp
2nd edition • Nov-22 • £42.99

Sage Publications Ltd

STATISTICS WITH R
Solving Problems Using  
Real-World Data

Jenine K. Harris

Drawing on examples from across the social 
and behavioral sciences, Statistics With R: 
Solving Problems Using Real-World Data 
introduces foundational statistics concepts 
with beginner-friendly R programming in an 
exploration of the world’s tricky problems 
faced by the “R Team” characters.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506388151 • 784pp

1st edition • May-20 • £123

Sage Publications, Inc

UNDERSTANDING AND 
USING ADVANCED 
STATISTICS
A Practical Guide for Students

Jeremy J Foster, Emma Barkus, Christian 
Yavorsky

Perfect for students without a mathematical 
background, the authors refresh important 
basics such as descriptive statistics and 
research design as well as introducing 
essential upper level techniques to cater for 
the advanced student.

Readership: Postgraduate students across the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781412900140 • 192pp
1st edition • Dec-05 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE SAGE DICTIONARY 
OF STATISTICS & 
METHODOLOGY
A Nontechnical Guide for the  
Social Sciences

W. Paul Vogt, R. Burke Johnson

Written in a clear, readable style with a 
wide range of explanations and examples, 
this must-have dictionary reflects recent 
changes in the fields of statistics and 
methodology and has been updated with 
500 new terms.

Readership: Students across the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781483381763 • 520pp
5th edition • Dec-15 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

MULTIPLE REGRESSION
A Primer

Paul D. Allison

Multiple regression is at the heart of social 
science data analysis, because it deals with 
explanations and correlations. This book is 
a complete introduction to this statistical 
method.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research 
(General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9780761985334 • 224pp

1st edition • Feb-99 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc
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REBECCA M. 
WARNER APPLIED 
STATISTICS BUNDLE
Rebecca M. Warner

Unlock the Power of Data 
Analysis with this bundle:

Applied Statistics I: Basic 
Bivariate Techniques offers a 
refreshing take on statistics, 
emphasizing confidence intervals 
and effect size over traditional 
significance testing. 

Applied Statistics II: Multivariable and Multivariate Techniques 
seamlessly extends your statistical journey. Covering statistical control, 
the “new statistics,” outliers, and structural equation modeling, it’s 
essential for intermediate and advanced social science statistics 
courses. Utilize SPSS examples and online datasets.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Bundle • 9781529780970
1st edition • Jun-21 • £80

Sage Publications Ltd

SEQUENCE ANALYSIS
Marcel Raab, Emanuela Struffolino

This volume introduces the basics of 
Sequence Analysis to guide practitioners 
and support instructors through the 
basic workflow of sequence analysis. In 
addition to the basics, this book outlines 
recent advances and innovations in SA. 
The presentation of statistical, substantive, 
and theoretical foundations is enriched by 
examples to help the reader understand the 
repercussions of specific analytical choices. 
The extensive ancillary material supports 
self-learning based on real-world survey 
data and research questions from the field of life course research.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071801888 • 192pp

1st edition • Jun-22 • £30.99

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICAL APPROACHES 
TO CAUSAL ANALYSIS
Matthew McBee

A practical, up-to-date, step-by-step 
guidance on causal analysis; which features 
worked example datasets throughout 
to see methods in action. McBee clearly 
demonstrates techniques such as Rubin 
causal model, direct acyclic graphs and 
propensity score analysis.

Readership: Students at all levels looking to 
advance or focus their quantitative skills in the area of causal analysis.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781526424730 • 264pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £29.99

Sage Publications Ltd

STATISTICAL INFERENCE 
AND PROBABILITY
John MacInnes

Part of The Sage Quantitative Research Kit, 
this concise text breaks down the complex 
topic of inferential statistics with accessible 
language and detailed examples. Covering 
a range of topics, it provides you with the 
know-how and confidence needed for a 
successful quantitative research journey.

Readership: Advancing undergraduate 
students carrying out quantitative analysis of primary of secondary data in 
order to make statistical inference, or infer probability.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781526424167 • 224pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £29.99

Sage Publications Ltd

STUDENT STUDY GUIDE 
WITH IBM® SPSS® 
WORKBOOK FOR RESEARCH 
METHODS, STATISTICS, 
AND APPLICATIONS
Kathrynn Ann Adams, Eva K. McGuire

Student Study Guide With IBM® SPSS® 
Workbook for Research Methods, 
Statistics, and Applications, Third Edition 
gives students opportunities to practice 
and apply their knowledge. Written by the authors of the main text, 
this study guide follows the textbook and offers practice quizzes, in-
depth exercises, research application questions, and instructions and 
exercises for SPSS.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071817896 • 280pp

3rd edition • Mar-22 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

USING IBM SPSS 
STATISTICS
An Interactive Hands-On Approach

James O. Aldrich

From entering data to working with existing 
databases and working with the help menu 
through performing factor analysis, this 
step-by-step guide covers every aspect of 
SPSS from introductory to intermediate 
statistics.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544318899 • 504pp

3rd edition • Feb-19 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc
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USING IBM® SPSS® 
STATISTICS FOR RESEARCH 
METHODS AND SOCIAL 
SCIENCE STATISTICS
William E. Wagner III

Supporting the use of SPSS for social 
statistics and research methods classes, this 
text covers a wide range of data analysis 
topics and incorporates the latest results 
from the General Social Survey (GSS).

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506389004 • 208pp

7th edition • Nov-20 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

USING STATA FOR 
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS
Kyle Longest

Proposing to teach the language of stata 
from an intuitive perspective, furthering 
students’ overall retention, the Third Edition 
has been thoroughly updated for STATA 15, 
with an appendices for users working with 
STATA 13 and 14.

Subject: Quantitative/Statistical Research 
(General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544318523 • 280pp

3rd edition • Nov-19 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN
Why Thinking About Design Matters

Julianne Cheek, PhD, Elise Øby 

This engaging new text provides a serious 
but accessible introduction to research 
design and serves as a guide when designing 
research or reading the research of others. 
The authors illustrate how designing 
research is an iterative and reflexive process 
in which there is constant thinking through, 
and re-visiting of, decisions about that 
design as it develops.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544350899 • 352pp
1st edition • May-23 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
Qualitative, Quantitative, and  
Mixed Methods Approaches

John Ward Creswell, John David Creswell

The Sixth Edition of this best-selling text 
continues the pioneering tradition of 
providing clear and concise instruction for 
understanding research and developing 
proposals for all three approaches. This 
classic book walks students through research methods, starting with 
a preliminary consideration of philosophical assumptions, continuing 
with a review of the literature, an assessment of the use of theory in 
research approaches, and ending with reflections about the importance 
of writing and ethics in scholarly inquiry in a way that is applicable to all 
types of research.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071870631 • 320pp
6th edition • Jan-23 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN - 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENT 
EDITION
Qualitative, Quantitative, and  
Mixed Methods Approaches

John Ward Creswell, John David Creswell

The bestseller that pioneered the 
comparison of qualitative, quantitative, and 
mixed methods research design continues 
in its Fifth Edition to help students and 
researchers prepare their plan or proposal 
for a scholarly journal article, dissertation or thesis.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social and behavioural 
sciences.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506386768,
5th edition • Jan-18 • £52

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN & 
METHOD SELECTION
Making Good Choices in the  
Social Sciences

Diana Panke

Heavily grounded in theory and context, this 
book explores the philosophical issues and 
debates surrounding social science research 
to help build solid, logical proposals and 
move from research concepts to fully 
realized designs.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526438638 • 368pp
1st edition • Oct-18 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND 
METHODS
An Applied Guide for the  
Scholar-Practitioner

Gary J. Burkholder, Kimberley A. Cox, 
Linda M. Crawford, John Harrison 
Hitchcock

Research Design and Methods: 
An Applied Guide for the Scholar-
Practitioner is written for students 
seeking advanced degrees who want to use 
evidence-based research to support their 
practice. This practical and accessible text addresses the foundational 
concepts of research design and methods; provides a more detailed 
exploration of designs and approaches popular with graduate students 
in applied disciplines; covers qualitative, quantitative, and mixed-
methods designs; discusses ethical considerations and quality in 
research; and provides guidance on writing a research proposal.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544342382 • 400pp
1st edition • Oct-19 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

THE LOGIC MODEL 
GUIDEBOOK
Better Strategies for Great Results

Lisa Wyatt Knowlton,  
Cynthia Carole Phillips

The Logic Model Guidebook offers clear, 
step-by-step support for creating logic 
models and the modeling process in a range 
of contexts.

Subject: Research Design
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452216751 • 192pp
2nd edition • Oct-12 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

REFLEXIVE METHODOLOGY
New Vistas for Qualitative Research

Mats Alvesson, Kaj Skoldberg

Building on the acclaimed and successful 
previous editions, the Third Edition provides 
further critical updates and illustrations of 
the applications of reflexive methodology in 
formulating research strategies.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation 
(General)
Category: Academic

Paperback • 9781473964242 • 456pp

3rd edition • Nov-17 • £57

Sage Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
QUALITATIVE RESEARCH 
DESIGN
Uwe Flick

Containing contributions from over 90 top 
scholars from a range of social science 
disciplines, this Handbook is not just an 
anthology of different qualitative research 
designs and how/when to use them; it is a 
complete exploration of how and why these 
designs are shaped and how, why, and into 
what they are evolving.

Readership: This is a valuable resource for Master’s and PhD level students, 
faculty members, and researchers across a wide range of disciplines such as 
health, nursing, psychology, social work, sociology, and education.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781526484321 • 1352pp

1st edition • Apr-22 • £265

Sage Publications Ltd

PROGRAMMING WITH 
PYTHON FOR SOCIAL 
SCIENTISTS
Phillip Brooker

Programming with Python for Social 
Scientists offers a vital foundation to one 
of the most popular programming tools 
in computer science, specifically for social 
science researchers, assuming no prior 
coding knowledge.

Readership: This is the textbook for social scientists looking for a complete 
introduction to programming with Python and incorporating it into their 
research design and analysis.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526431721 • 328pp

1st edition • Dec-19 • £41.99

Sage Publications Ltd

READING AND 
UNDERSTANDING 
RESEARCH
Lawrence F. Locke, Stephen J. Silverman, 
Waneen Wyrick Spirduso

The only text of its kind to offer a practical 
12-step process, this thoroughly-updated 
resource explains the basics of a research 
paper, how to look at the credibility of the 
research, how to select and read research 
with a critical eye, and how to understand 
the different types of research.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781412975742 • 312pp

3rd edition • Sep-09 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc
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REASON & RIGOR
How Conceptual Frameworks  
Guide Research

Sharon M. Ravitch, John Matthew Riggan

With new coverage of how conceptual 
frameworks are conceptualized and 
developed and of a student’s perspective 
on the role of conceptual frameworks, this 
book presents conceptual frameworks as a 
mechanism - process and product.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and 
postgraduate students across the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781483340401 • 264pp
2nd edition • Mar-16 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH DESIGN IN 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
David de Vaus

This book shows social science students the 
importance of attending to design issues 
when undertaking social research, and is 
a one-stop critical guide to design in social 
research that students and researchers will 
find invaluable.

Readership: Students and beginning 
researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780761953470 • 296pp

1st edition • Feb-01 • £46.99

Sage Publications Ltd

RESEARCHING DIGITAL LIFE
Orientations, Methods and Practice

James Ash, Rob Kitchin,  
Agnieszka Leszczynski

A sophisticated introduction to the diversity 
and interconnectivity of digital space, 
technology, objects, people and data. It 
sets out the theory and methods needed 
to understand digital life and then links 
them to real world data showcasing their 
strengths and challenges.

Readership: Postgraduate students across the social sciences using  
digital methods.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529601657 • 328pp

1st edition • Apr-24 • £32.99

Sage Publications Ltd

SEVEN STEPS TO A 
COMPREHENSIVE 
LITERATURE REVIEW
A Multimodal and Cultural Approach

Anthony J. Onwuegbuzie, Rebecca Frels

With a key focus on mixed methods, 
coverage of the ‘why’ as well as the ‘how’, 
and a clear explanation of the CORE system, 
this book will be instrumental in helping 
readers to produce organized, ethical, 
insightful and, of course, comprehensive 
literature reviews.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students, and 
researchers, across the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446248928 • 440pp
1st edition • Feb-16 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd

SOCIAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Qualitative, Quantitative and  
Mixed Methods Approaches

Sigmund Grønmo

Whether students are working with 
qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods 
approaches, this book demonstrates 
how good research is about asking and 
answering good questions - and guides 
readers new to methods in how to 
understand, structure, and successfully 
explore those questions.

Readership: For students and researchers across the social sciences, from 
first year undergraduates to postgraduates and early career researchers.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529616811 • 656pp
2nd edition • Dec-23 • £37.99

Sage Publications Ltd

SOCIAL RESEARCH 
METHODS
Qualitative, Quantitative and  
Mixed Methods Approaches

Sigmund Grønmo

With extensive visualizations, overviews, 
examples, exercises, and other learning 
features, this book begins with how to 
understand the role of good questions in 
underpinning good research designs and 
how social research can be framed as asking 
and answering questions.

Readership: Students and researchers across the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526441249 • 592pp
1st edition • Oct-19 • £36.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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STATISTICAL LITERACY
A Beginner’s Guide

Rhys C. Jones

Practical and reassuring, this textbook is 
perfect for anyone trying to understand 
statistics and build a solid foundation in 
working with data and numbers.

Readership: Lower level undergraduates in 
social science modules such as Introduction 
to Statistics or Introduction to Quantitative 
Methods.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529754797 • 400pp
1st edition • Mar-24 • £31.99

Sage Publications Ltd

YOUR RESEARCH PROJECT
Designing, Planning, and  
Getting Started

Nicholas Walliman

With a calming, reassuring tone, Nicholas 
Walliman gives students the ability and 
confidence to plan, design, and prepare for 
a research project.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation 
(General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526441201 • 416pp
4th edition • Dec-19 • £34.99

Sage Publications Ltd

RESEARCH SYNTHESIS AND 
META-ANALYSIS
A Step-by-Step Approach

Harris Cooper

Providing readers with an introduction to 
how to conduct a research synthesis of 
literature, this Fifth Edition has new material 
on the use of the internet and other new 
developments in technology, including new 
statistics for describing meta-analytic results

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students across 
the social, behavioural, and medical sciences.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781483331157 • 384pp

5th edition • Mar-16 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

SURVEY RESEARCH  
AND SAMPLING
Jan Eichhorn

Part of The Sage Quantitative Research 
Kit, this book is an ideal companion 
for those looking to undertake survey 
research. Anchored by lots of case studies 
of real research and expert interviews to 
strengthen your understanding, it provides 
guidance on the range of skills needed for 
watertight survey research and sampling.

Readership: Undergraduates students and those at other levels who are 
new to survey research and sampling.

Subject: Research Methods & Evaluation (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781526423801 • 136pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £29.99

Sage Publications Ltd

RESEARCH AND 
EVALUATION IN 
EDUCATION AND 
PSYCHOLOGY
Integrating Diversity With 
Quantitative, Qualitative, and  
Mixed Methods

Donna M. Mertens

In this book, renowned scholar Donna M. 
Mertens offers an in-depth introduction to 
research methods. The Sixth Edition integrates five major paradigms 
and emphasizes research within culturally complex communities. 
Each chapter thoroughly explains each research step, enriched with a 
published sample study for illustration.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071853801 • 488pp
6th edition • Mar-24 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
A Step-by-Step Guide for Beginners

Ranjit Kumar

The Fifth Edition of the bestseller Research 
Methodology has reimagined, redesigned 
(now in landscape format), and fully 
renovated how a textbook can help students 
achieve success in their methods course or 
research project.

Readership: Students and researchers across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781526449900 • 528pp

5th edition • Jan-19 • £43.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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RESEARCH METHODS  
IN PRACTICE
Strategies for Description  
and Causation

Dahlia K. Remler, Gregg G. Van Ryzin

Updated to reflect changes in both research 
and methods, this Third Edition of Remler 
and Van Ryzin’s innovative, standard-setting 
text is imbued with a deep commitment to 
making social and policy research methods 
accessible and meaningful.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544318424 • 728pp
3rd edition • Dec-21 • £104

Sage Publications, Inc

STATISTICAL METHODS 
FOR THE SOCIAL AND 
BEHAVIOURAL SCIENCES
A Model-Based Approach

David B. Flora

Flora provides a comprehensive survey 
of the major statistical procedures, along 
with an innovative model-based approach, 
teaching researchers how to understand 
and choose the best model to fit their data.

Readership: Postgraduates in statistics courses, and researchers across 
social sciences, B & M, and Psychology.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781446269831 • 472pp
1st edition • Dec-17 • £48.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE ESSENTIAL GUIDE TO 
DOING YOUR RESEARCH 
PROJECT
Zina O’Leary

In her detailed and down-to-earth style, 
Zina O’Leary sets out how to approach 
each stage of your research project; 
from choosing a research design and 
methodology to collecting and analysing 
data, then communicating your results - 
while showcasing best practice along the 
way.

Readership: Students across the social and behavioural sciences embarking 
on a research project.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529713466 • 456pp
4th edition • Mar-21 • £30.99

Sage Publications Ltd

THE RESEARCH EXPERIENCE
Planning, Conducting, and  
Reporting Research

Ann Sloan Devlin

The Research Experience: Planning, 
Conducting and Reporting Research, 
Second Edition is the complete guide to 
the behavioral science research process. 
The book covers theoretical research 
foundations, guiding students through each 
step of a research project with practical 
instruction and help.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544377957 • 568pp
2nd edition • Oct-20 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

UNDERSTANDING AND 
EVALUATING RESEARCH
A Critical Guide

Sue L. T. McGregor

Understanding and Evaluating Research: 
A Critical Guide shows students how to 
be critical consumers of research and to 
appreciate the power of methodology as it 
shapes the research question, the use of 
theory in the study, the methods used, and 
how the outcomes are reported.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781506350950 • 600pp
1st edition • Jan-18 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

METHODOLOGICAL 
THINKING
Basic Principles of Social  
Research Design

Donileen R. Loseke

With a new discussion on the philosophy 
of science and an expanded focus on 
research ethics and sampling, this Second 
Edition continues to give readers an 
interdisciplinary account of the logic of 
social science research.

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate and postgraduate students across 
the social sciences.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781506304717 • 208pp

2nd edition • Apr-16 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc
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THE RESEARCH FUNDING 
TOOLKIT
How to Plan and Write Successful 
Grant Applications

Jacqueline Aldridge,  
Andrew M Derrington

Addressing a key area for researchers and 
academics, this practical text provides 
readers with all they need to know about 
the process of applying for research 
funding.

Readership: Academics, postdoctorates and postgraduates, and 
researchers looking for funding.

Subject: Research Methods (General)
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9780857029683 • 224pp
1st edition • May-12 • £34.99

Sage Publications Ltd

PROPOSALS THAT WORK
A Guide for Planning Dissertations 
and Grant Proposals

Lawrence F. Locke, Waneen Wyrick 
Spirduso, Stephen J. Silverman

Covering all aspects of the proposal process, 
from the most basic questions about form 
and style to the task of seeking funding, this 
Sixth Edition has been completely updated 
and revised to offer clear advice backed up 
with excellent examples.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781452216850 • 408pp
6th edition • Jun-13 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

SURVIVING YOUR 
DISSERTATION
A Comprehensive Guide to  
Content and Process

Kjell Erik Rudestam, Rae R. Newton

Giving guidance on issues from ways to 
improve your writing, to identifying your 
learning preferences, to dealing with 
emotional blocks, this text presents you 
with expert advice on the entire dissertation 
process.

Readership: Graduate students across the social sciences.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781452260976 • 376pp
4th edition • Aug-14 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

YOU CAN PUBLISH YOUR 
JOURNAL ARTICLE
Advice from Editors to Help  
You Succeed

Gilbert C. Gee

You’ve completed your research and want to 
publish it in a peer-reviewed journal. Author 
Gilbert C. Gee is here to help, sharing what 
he learned as a writer, reviewer, and Editor-
in-Chief, and calling on other journal editors 
to offer their advice. You Can Publish Your 
Journal Article will not only help you write 
your paper, but more importantly, be more likely to succeed in peer 
review.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Student Reference

Paperback • 9781544309552 • 224pp
1st edition • Mar-24 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

10 STEPS TO CREATING AN 
INFOGRAPHIC
A Practical Guide for Non-designers

Stephanie Baird Wilkerson

This book provides step-by-step guidance 
for developing high-quality infographics. 
Practical in its approach, 10 Steps to 
Creating an Infographic: A Practical Guide 
for Non-designers outlines a user-friendly 
process for developing infographics with 
a clearly defined purpose and powerful 
message.

Subject: Scholarly Aids/Research Tools
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781071817308 • 232pp

1st edition • Oct-23 • £50

Sage Publications, Inc

SOCIAL NETWORK 
ANALYSIS
John Scott

With a new chapter on social media, new 
worked examples and better addressing 
the needs of the newcomer (whilst still 
remaining authoritative), this Fourth Edition 
continues to be an invaluable resource in 
introducing readers to the theories and 
techniques of social network analysis.

Readership: Postgraduate students across the 
social sciences.

Subject: Social Network Analysis
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473952126 • 248pp

4th edition • Mar-17 • £40.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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THE SAGE HANDBOOK OF 
SOCIAL MEDIA RESEARCH 
METHODS
Anabel Quan-Haase, Luke Sloan

This second edition has been 
comprehensively updated and expanded, 
from 39 to 49 chapters. The Handbook 
spans the entire research process, 
from data collection to analysis and 
interpretation.

Readership: Academic researchers and postgraduate students engaged in 
research using social media methods, from across the social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781529720969 • 768pp

2nd edition • Sep-22 • £120

Sage Publications Ltd

THE SAGE HANDBOOK 
OF SOCIAL NETWORK 
ANALYSIS
John McLevey, John Scott,  
Peter J. Carrington

This new edition of The Sage Handbook 
of Social Network Analysis builds on 
the success of its predecessor, offering a 
comprehensive overview of social network 
analysis produced by leading international 
scholars in the field.

Readership: Social Network Analysis is an evergreen topic with wide 
application across the social sciences and data science.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: College Handbooks

Hardcover • 9781529779615 • 672pp

2nd edition • Oct-23 • £135

Sage Publications Ltd

RESEARCHING SOCIETY 
AND CULTURE
Clive Seale

Written by internationally renowned 
experts, the Fourth Edition provides a 
complete introduction to the research 
process making it the perfect hand-holder 
for any social science student starting a 
methods course or project.

Readership: Students across the social 
sciences undertaking their first research 
methods course or project.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781473947160 • 664pp
4th edition • Dec-17 • £42.99

Sage Publications Ltd

SOCIAL NETWORK 
ANALYSIS
Methods and Examples

Song Yang, Franziska Barbara Keller,  
Lu Zheng

Prepares social science students to conduct 
their own social network analysis (SNA) by 
covering basic methodological tools along 
with illustrative examples from various 
fields.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781483325217 • 248pp
1st edition • Jan-17 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

THE FOUNDATIONS OF 
SOCIAL RESEARCH
Meaning and Perspective in  
the Research Process

Michael J Crotty

Choosing a research method can be 
bewildering. This book links methodology 
and theory with clarity and precision, 
showing students and researchers 
how to navigate the maze of conflicting 
terminology.

Readership: Researchers, students and professionals in the social and 
health sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9780761961062 • 256pp
1st edition • Aug-98 • £35.99

Sage Publications Ltd

VIDEO DATA ANALYSIS
How to Use 21st Century Video in 
the Social Sciences

Anne Nassauer, Nicolas M. Legewie

This book provides an adaptable, step-by-
step framework for using and analysing 
video data in social science research in an 
ethical, effective way.

Readership: For postgraduate students and 
researchers working with video data in the 
social sciences.

Subject: Social Research Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529722451 • 320pp

1st edition • Mar-22 • £35.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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SURVEY RESEARCH 
METHODS
Floyd J. Fowler,  Jr.

Author Floyd Fowler provides students and 
researchers who want to collect, analyze, 
or read about survey data with a sound 
basis for evaluating how each aspect of a 
survey can affect its precision, accuracy, and 
credibility

Readership: Upper-level undergraduate 
and postgraduate students across the social 
sciences.

Subject: Survey Research
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781452259000 • 184pp

5th edition • Nov-13 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

TEST DEVELOPMENT  
AND VALIDATION
Gary Skaggs

Test Development and Validation 
by Gary Skaggs provides frameworks 
for test development and validation as 
well as guidance for developing tests in 
straightforward language in one core text. 
Covering the changes in testing, technical 
development of tests and determining 
validity of tests, this book offers clear 
explanations within a real-world context. 

Subject: Test & Measurement
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781544377148 • 408pp
1st edition • Mar-22 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

TESTS & MEASUREMENT 
FOR PEOPLE WHO (THINK 
THEY) HATE TESTS & 
MEASUREMENT
Neil Joseph Salkind, Bruce B. Frey

With its conversational writing style and 
straightforward presentation, Neil J. 
Salkind’s bestselling book guides readers 
through the categories, design, and use of 
tests, as well as some of the basic social, 
political, and legal issues that the process of 
testing involves. New co-author Bruce B. Frey adds his expertise in the 
further development of this new edition.

Subject: Test & Measurement
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781071817179 • 360pp
4th edition • Nov-22 • £88

Sage Publications, Inc

SCALE DEVELOPMENT
Theory and Applications

Robert F. DeVellis, Carolyn T. Thorpe

Scale Development: Theory and 
Applications, by Robert F. DeVellis 
and new co-author Carolyn T. Thorpe, 
demystifies measurement by emphasizing 
a logical rather than strictly mathematical 
understanding of concepts. The Fifth Edition 
includes a new chapter that lays out the 
key concepts that distinguish indices from 
scales.

Subject: Test & Measurement
Category: Supplementary Textbook

Paperback • 9781544379340 • 320pp
5th edition • Mar-22 • £65

Sage Publications, Inc

VISUAL METHODOLOGIES
An Introduction to Researching with 
Visual Materials

Gillian Rose

This bestselling guide offers students and 
researchers the key skills they need to 
complete a visual methods research project, 
with a clear step-by-step approach and 
examples to demonstrate how methods can 
be applied in practice.

Readership: Undergraduates, graduates, 
researchers and academics across the social sciences and humanities using 
visual methods as part of their research projects.

Subject: Visual Methods
Category: Core Textbook

Paperback • 9781529767193 • 480pp
5th edition • Nov-22 • £44.99

Sage Publications Ltd
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